February 2014 Bar Examination

Question 1

Mary Murray’s husband has died, leaving Mary his entire $4,000,000 estate. Mary, a
Georgia resident like her husband, owns $1,000,000 of assets in her own name. She has
no descendants, and both of her parents died several years ago. Her only siblings, two
brothers, have likewise died. One of her deceased brothers is currently survived by two
sons, Able and Bob; and the other brother has one surviving child, a son named Cain.
A cousin from Florida convinced Mary that she needed to set up a revocable trust to hold
all of her assets, including those she inherited from her husband. A friend’s son just passed
the Georgia Bar exam a few months ago and drafted a revocable trust for Mary that is
almost identical to the one used by her cousin in Florida. It was the first trust the new
attorney had ever prepared. The trust document names Mary as trustee for her lifetime,
with her nephew Able as the successor Trustee upon her death.
Mary inherited the following assets from her husband: a farm worth $2,000,000, a stock
portfolio worth $1,000,000, some bank accounts worth $500,000, some Certificates of
Deposit worth $400,000, a year-old Lexus worth $50,000, and tangible personal property
worth $50,000. The assets that she owns, independent of the inheritance, include the family
home, which is solely in her name and worth $500,000, a rental house worth $400,000,
$60,000 in a bank account and some furniture, furnishings, jewelry and personal effects
worth $40,000. Her husband and she owned nothing together as joint tenants with rights
of survivorship.
At the time Mary executed the revocable trust, she signed and recorded a deed transferring
the farm she inherited from her husband into the trust and also a deed transferring her
interest in her home into the trust. She then wrote out a memo saying that it was her
intention to transfer all of the rest of her assets into the trust. She attached this memo to
the trust document. Upon the advice of her Florida cousin, she declined to execute a Will,
noting to her attorney that she had never actually signed one and did not need one now
since she had transferred everything to the trust. The attorney said nothing but simply
nodded.
The revocable trust provides that, upon Mary’s death, one-half of the trust assets are to be
transferred to two charities and the remaining half is to be divided equally among such of
her three nephews as survive her. The trust directs that distributions may be made in cash
or in kind, or partially in cash and partially in kind, as the Trustee in the Trustee’s sole
discretion shall decide. The trust document is silent about what would happen if either
charity was not in existence at Mary’s death.
It is now a year later, and Mary has just died. Mary died owing no taxes, debts or
expenses; and her three nephews survived her. Nothing has changed in the ownership or
value of her assets since she executed her revocable trust.
One of the two charitable beneficiaries of her trust, the art museum, was owned by her city.

The city experienced economic reversals beginning in 2008 and has filed for bankruptcy.
The art museum was dissolved six months prior to Mary’s death. The other charitable trust
beneficiary, Mary’s church, argues that it should receive not only its own bequest but also
the charitable bequest that would have gone to the museum. A local natural history
museum, which is not owned by the city, is contending that, since it is the only other local
museum, it should receive the trust’s charitable bequest that had been destined for the art
museum. The bankruptcy trustee for Mary’s city argues it is the successor in interest to the
art museum and the bequest should go to pay the city’s creditors. The three nephews
collectively argue that the bequest should lapse and that they should receive the portion of
the trust that would have gone to the art museum.

1.

2.

3.

4.

(a)

Please discuss which of Mary Murray’s assets would be deemed
property owned by her revocable trust at her death and why.

(b)

If there are no taxes, commissions or other expenses to be paid by
the trust, what would be the value of the trust’s two charitable
bequests and the value of the trust’s bequests to each nephew?

(c)

How might these bequests be funded, given the nature of the trust
assets?

(a)

Which of Mary’s assets, if any, would be part of her probate estate
and which part of her intestate estate?

(b)

Please explain which individuals or entities would inherit any such
non-trust assets and calculate the value of such inherited shares.

(a)

Which Georgia Court would have jurisdiction to decide the claims over
the bequest to the now defunct art museum, and what principles of law
might that Court apply in deciding who would be the recipient of the
bequest that had been destined for the art museum?

(b)

As succinctly as you can, please describe the strengths and
weaknesses of the claims of the four parties which seek to receive the
trust bequest that would have gone to the art museum.

What ethical issues, if any, might be involved in the attorney’s drafting of
Mary’s revocable trust and his related estate planning advice?

Question 2

On April 17, 2013, there was a flash flood on Charlie's Waterford Farm. All the private
access bridges that crossed Waterford Creek and most of the roads accessing them,
including Charlie's, were damaged or destroyed by the flood. Charlie's farm was effectively
cut off from the outside world. Before Charlie could get his vehicles out of the farm or
anyone could come on to the farm, he needed assistance from contractors with heavy
equipment and engineering experience to replace or repair his bridge and access road.
Two days after the flood, Charlie received a call from Brian offering to help repair his
bridge. Brian and Charlie met at the property to discuss the damage and repairs.
That evening, Brian sent an email to Charlie stating, "Will repair your bridge for $20,000."
Charlie responded, "$20,000 fee too high for my budget. I can offer you $10,000." Brian
responded, "Because of the increased demand for my services due to the flood damages
in the area, I'm sorry it is $20,000 or nothing. If you want me to fix your bridge, send me
a contract for my approval." After thinking about his options, Charlie emailed Brian, "I
accept your terms. A contract follows. Please sign it and send it back as soon as
possible."
The next day before the contract from Charlie arrived, Brian accepted an offer from
Charlie's neighbor to repair his bridge for $35,000. Brian immediately emailed Charlie, "I
cannot sign your contract, I've been offered the job of repairing your neighbor's bridge and
I have accepted that offer." Charlie responded, "You can't renege now. We've got a deal
for $20,000, and I'm going to hold you to it."
Two days later Charlie contracted with Ronnie, another contractor, to repair the bridge
damaged by the flood for a firm price of $30,000. Charlie agreed to pay $5,000 upon
execution of the contract and the additional $25,000 upon the completion of the repairs.
The bridge repair contract with Ronnie contained the following provision:
This contract is the parties' entire agreement. Nothing has been
agreed to or is otherwise part of this contract that is not
expressly included in it. This contract cannot be amended,
varied, modified, or added to in any respect except by a writing
signed by both parties.

Seven days after Charlie and Ronnie signed the contract and the work was begun on the
repairs to the bridge, there was another flood that did more damage to the bridge and
washed out many of Ronnie's repairs completed up to that point. Ronnie's engineer
determined that the second flood resulted in $10,000 more in damage. Ronnie told Charlie
that he would proceed with the repairs only if Charlie agreed to pay an additional $5,000,
for a total of $35,000. Charlie said he would. When the construction was complete, Charlie
refused to pay the $30,000 final payment and tendered only $25,000 explaining he would
not honor the verbally-modified agreement.
Charlie contracted with Thurman for $3,000 to repair his access road. This repair included

re-contouring the road, cutting in a ditch, and installing a 25-foot galvanized pipe with a 20inch diameter to carry runoff water under the road. The contract called for Charlie to pay
Thurman $1,000 up front and $2,000 upon completion. Upon completion, Charlie
discovered Thurman had installed a 20-foot galvanized pipe with a 15-inch diameter
instead. The rest of Thurman's work was satisfactory. Charlie refused to pay Thurman the
$2,000 final payment because Thurman installed the wrong size pipe.
After all the repairs were completed Charlie comes to your office and solicits your advice
regarding the following questions.
1.

(a) Did Charlie have an enforceable contract with Brian to repair the bridge?
(b) Should he proceed against Brian for the difference in the price with Brian
and the contract with Ronnie?
Please explain your answers.

2.

Is Charlie obligated to pay the additional $5,000 to Ronnie that was
agreed upon after the second flood? Please explain your answer.

3.

Is Charlie obligated to pay Thurman the final payment despite the fact that
Thurman installed the wrong size pipe? Please explain your answer.

Question 3

Defendant's wife was killed sometime during the evening or early morning hours of January
6 – 7, 2013, by a single gunshot to the back of her head while she was asleep at home in
her bed in Macon, Georgia. Defendant called 911 at approximately 1:30 a.m. to report the
shooting but was not present when emergency responders arrived. At the scene, a 9 mm
pistol was discovered under the pillow next to the victim, aimed towards the back of her
head. The pillow on which the victim's head had been resting bore bullet entry and exit
holes. A single shell casing was found on the floor near the bed, and the gun had a live
round in its chamber.
During the trial testimony of the police investigator, the prosecution offered into evidence
the bloody pillow on which the victim's head was resting when police arrived at the scene.
A dowel rod was inserted through the pillow, as the police investigator explained, to
demonstrate the trajectory of the bullet. Over a timely hearsay objection, the police
investigator testified that the crime scene technician’s written report stated that the entry
and exit holes in the pillow, the straight path of the bullet, the gunpowder markings on the
underside of the pillow, and the absence of any other gunshot residue all supported the
theory that the shooter had folded a pillow around the back of the victim's head and shot
her through the pillow.
The prosecution’s firearms expert testified that had the gun discharged from underneath
Defendant's pillow, it was unlikely the shell casing would have ejected and a second round
cycled into the gun's chamber; rather, the casing would have stuck in the chamber. The
prosecution's firearms expert also testified that the gun was in good operating condition and
required several pounds of applied force to be fired. Citing Daubert v. Merrell Dow
Pharmaceuticals, Inc., the Defense sought to establish on cross-examination that the
testimony of the firearms expert was not based upon reliable principles and methods. The
trial judge sustained the prosecution’s objection to this line of cross-examination, ruling that
Daubert does not apply in criminal cases.
At trial, the Defendant testified that he was awakened that night by a noise and jumped out
of bed, grabbing his gun, which went off as his hands were underneath his pillow. He
further testified that he then proceeded to check the rest of the house and came back to
discover that the victim had been shot. In rebuttal testimony for the prosecution, the police
investigator testified from his incident report that in a statement a few hours after the
shooting but before any arrest, the Defendant said that he kept the gun under his pillow for
safety and that he was awakened that night by what he thought was a gunshot, jumped out
of bed and checked the house but found nothing, and returned to the bedroom where he
turned on the light to find his wife shot dead and his gun under the pillow next to her. The
trial judge overruled the Defendant’s objection that the incident report is inadmissible
hearsay. The Defendant made no further objection to the incident report.
Over the objection of defense counsel, the pillow with the dowel rod was sent out with the
tangible evidence for the jury’s deliberations.
The Defendant was found guilty of murder and sentenced accordingly. Less than 30 days
have passed since the sentence was entered by the trial judge.

Your senior partner has been contacted by the Defendant’s family to undertake the
Defendant’s representation. He has directed you to prepare a memorandum of law
addressing the following:
1.

Should the prosecution’s rebuttal evidence of the Defendant’s pre-custodial
statement have been excluded as hearsay? Please explain your answer.

2.

Did the trial court err in restricting the Defendant’s cross-examination of the
prosecution’s firearms expert? Please explain your answer.

3.

Was the police investigator’s testimony regarding his written report hearsay,
and should it have been excluded? Please explain your answer.

4.

Could trial counsel have objected on any other basis to the police
investigator’s testimony regarding the contents of his written report? Please
explain your answer.

5.

Should the Defendant’s objection to sending the dowel rod out with the jury
have been sustained? Please explain your answer.

Question 4

On October 2, 2010, Arthur was driving southbound in the outside, right-hand lane of I75 when he was struck suddenly and without warning in the rear by a tractor-trailer rig
driven by Bernard. At the time of the collision, Clarence was riding as a passenger in
the tractor-trailer rig and was a co-employee of Bernard, both working for Hauling
Freight, Inc. As a result of the collision, Arthur’s vehicle was knocked across the
southbound lanes of I-75 and into a concrete bridge abutment, resulting in a significant
brain injury which permanently disabled Arthur.
Many months later, Arthur’s son was appointed as his guardian. Due to the extensive
nature of Arthur’s injuries and the proceedings to have a guardian appointed, Arthur’s
son did not engage the services of an attorney until two days before the statute of
limitations was to expire. Consequently, Arthur’s counsel was able to review only the
Georgia Motor Vehicle Accident Report before he drafted, signed, and filed a Complaint
for Damages against Hauling Freight, Inc. and Bernard. All investigation was done after
the filing.
During the course of discovery, the plaintiff’s counsel learned that Clarence was
terminated by Hauling Freight, Inc. for reasons unrelated to the collision; and Hauling
Freight, Inc. did not know where he resided or how he could be located. Plaintiff’s
counsel hired an investigator who was able to locate Clarence, then residing in Texas.
Clarence was willing to return to Georgia to assist plaintiff’s counsel with his
investigation. Plaintiff’s counsel paid to have Clarence flown to Atlanta, at which time
Clarence was taken to the accident site and interviewed by plaintiff’s counsel.
Thereafter, Clarence gave a recorded statement to plaintiff’s counsel. Plaintiff’s counsel
then notified counsel for Bernard and Hauling Freight, Inc. of Clarence’s location, and
noticed the deposition of Clarence for a specific date and time. Defendants’ counsel
filed a Motion for Protective Order to prohibit the use of any prior statements given by
Clarence as a result of the ex parte contact by plaintiff’s counsel. A hearing on this
motion was scheduled by the Court for 11:00 o’clock a.m. on the day preceding the
noticed deposition of Clarence.]
Unknown to plaintiff’s counsel, defense counsel caused a subpoena to be issued and
served on the registrar of the local college that Arthur attended, requiring the registrar to
appear at a hearing at 10:00 o’clock a.m. on the same day that the defendants’ Motion
for Protective Order was to be heard. The subpoena required the registrar to bring a
complete copy of Arthur’s college transcript to the hearing, or in lieu of his appearance,
the registrar was directed to simply forward a copy of that transcript to defense counsel.
No hearing was actually scheduled for 10:00 a.m., nor was any notice of the hearing
given to counsel for plaintiff.

1.

Discuss the ethical propriety of plaintiff’s counsel filing this Complaint for
Damages without having conducted any investigation of the facts. After filing
this Complaint for Damages, what are his ethical responsibilities as to an
investigation and continued litigation?

2.

Please discuss the ethical propriety of plaintiff’s counsel in contacting
Clarence, flying him to Georgia, taking him to the accident scene,
interviewing him, and taking a recorded statement from him, prior to
notifying defense counsel. How should the judge rule on the Motion for
Protective Order?

3.

Discuss the ethical propriety of defense counsel’s subpoena to the college
registrar requiring his attendance and the production of Arthur’s transcript
at or before a non-existent hearing and without notice to plaintiff’s counsel.
Further, if the registrar produces the transcript to defense counsel under
these circumstances and plaintiff’s counsel learns about it after the fact,
what is plaintiff’s counsel’s recourse?
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These guidelines apply to persuasive briefs filed m trial courts and administrative
proceedings.
I. Caption
[omitted]

Statement of Facts (if applicable)
[omitted]
III. Legal Argument
Your legal argument should be brief and to

point. Assume that the judge will have

little time to read and absorb your argument. Make your points clearly and succinctly, citing
relevant authority

legal proposition.

in mind that courts are not persuaded by

exaggerated, unsupported arguments.
headings to separate the sections of your argument. In your headings, do not state
abstract conclusions, but integrate factual detail into legal propositions to make them more
An ineffective heading states only:

petitioner's request for asylum should be

granted." An effective heading states: "The petitioner has shown a well-founded fear of
reason

gender

removed to

Do not restate the facts as a whole at

beginning of your legal argument. Instead,

mtegrate the facts into your legal argument in a way that makes the strongest case for our client.
body of

argument should analyze applicable legal authority and persuasively
support our
should

position.

the university, and each had

before

11

returns

other named as

was

next of kin. They filed two joint tax
could file

socialized at

it \Vas

consistently introduced Cole as his wife to his friends, and he was referred to by them as ''that
old married man." As far as Rowan could tell, Cole's colleagues at work did not appear to know
that Cole was even married.
Cole's academic discipline required routine absences for field work, conferences, and
colloquia. Rowan resented these absences and rarely contacted Cole when she was gone. He
estimates that, out of the approximately two and a half years of cohabitation during the marriage,
they lived apart for an aggregate total of seven months.
March of 2013, Cole announced that she had received an offer for a prestigious
assistant professorship at Olympia State University. She told Rowan that she intended to take the
job and wanted him to move with her, unless he could give her a good reason to stay. She also
had an offer from Franklin State University, but she told him that the department was not as
prestigious as the Olympia depaiiment. He made as strong a case as he could that she should
arguing that he could not find another job in Olympia comparable to the one that he had in
Franklin.
Cole

to take the job in Olympia, and she moved there

than a month later.

Rowan realized that he would always be following her, and that she would not listen to his
concerns or needs. He told her that he would not move. She was furious. She told him that in that
case. she would file for a divorce. She also told him that she would fight his effort to

in the

United States. Their divorce was finalized on November 15, 2013, in Franklin.
worries that without Cole's support,
or

will not be able to keep his job in Franklin

in the United States. He does not want to return to the United Kingdom and wants to

"'"'·""·'" permanent residency here.

I am a

contacts

5.

6.

to my career

Signed and sworn this l11<l day of July,

to our

13.

Sarah Cole

before me this

day of July, 2013

Olympia
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EXCERPT FROM CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS
TITLE

Aliens

Nationality

8 C.F.R. § 216.5 Waiver of requirement to file joint petition to remove conditions by alien
spouse
(a) General.
( 1) A conditional resident alien who is unable to meet the requirements ... for a joint

petition for removal of the conditional basis of his or her permanent resident stams may file a
Petition to Remove the Conditions on Residence, if the alien requests a waiver, was not at fault
failing to meet the filing requirement, and the conditional resident alien is able to establish
that:

(ii) The marriage upon which his or her status was based was entered

in good

faith by the conditional resident alien, but the marriage was terminated other than by death ...

Adjudication of waiver application-

Application for waiver based upon

alien's claim that the marriage was entered into

good faith. In considering whether an alien entered into a qualifying marriage in good faith,
the director shall consider evidence relating to the amount of commitment by both parties to the
marital relationship. Such evidence may include( i) Documentation relating to the degree to which the financial assets and

of the parties were combined;
(1i) Documentation concerning the length of time during which the parties

cohabited after the marriage and after the alien obtained permanent residence;
Birth certificates of children born to the marriage; and
deemed pertinent

the

an

a

§

8
§

future husband were

and

opened

bank

contact
8
§ 216.5(e)(2)(i).
( 3) Her furore husband traveled to China in
December 2002 for three weeks to meet her

Nevertheless, the BIA cited four facts in

family, and she paid a 10-day visit to him in

support of its conclusion that Hua had failed

United States in March 2003 to meet his

to carry her burden: ( l)

application to

secure conditional permanent residency was

family.

submitted within two weeks of the marriage;
She returned to the United States in June
(on a visitor's visa which permitted her
to remam

the country through late

(2) Hua and her husband married one week
prior to the expiration of the visitor's
which she came to the

States

June

September 2003) to decide whether she

2003;

would remain m the United States or

intimate relationship with another woman

whether her

during the marriage;

husband would move

Hua's husband maintained an

of the

with her to China.

marital

obtaining
two married in a civil ceremony on
September 15, 2003, and returned to China
two weeks to hold a more forn1al

Hua moved out

residence

conditional

husband's

extramarital

shortly

residency.
affair

led

to

cancellation of the reception in China and to
her departure from the marital home.

reception (a reception that was never held).
not
two

together at
time of

from
United

m

to move out on

parents'

arrival in the

2003 until he asked

submission

see

of a

prompt
conditional

residency

application afi:er her marriage tends to show
that Hua did not
have

to

good faith.

we

§

Connor v. Chertoff
States Court of

(15th Cir.

Ian Connor, an Irish national, petitions for

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services

review of a decision of the Board of

(USC IS) had granted Connor conditional

Immigration Appeals (BIA), which denied

permanent resident status on September 15,

him a statutory waiver of the joint filing

2004. On August 16, 2005, Connor filed a

requirement for removal of the conditional

Petition to Remove Conditions on Residence

basis of his permanent resident status on the

with

ground that he entered into his marriage to

*l 186a(c)(4)(B).

a

request

for

waiver.

See

U.S. citizen Anne Moore in bad faith.
8 U.S.C.

*l 186a(c)(4)(B).

Moore voluntarily submitted an affidavit
concerning Connor's request for waiver. In

Connor met Moore in January 2002 when

that affidavit, Moore stated that "Connor

they worked at the same company in Forest

never spent any time with [her] during the

Hills, Olympia. After dating for about one

marriage, except when he needed money."

year, they married in a civil ceremony on

They never socialized together during the

April 14, 2003. According to Connor, he and

marriage, and even when they resided

Moore then lived with her family until

together, Connor spent most of his time

November 2003, when they moved into an

away from the residence. Moore expressed

apartment of their own. In January 2004,

opinion that Connor ''never took the

Connor left Olympia to take a temporary job

marriage seriously" and that ''he only

m

where he

Connor stated that

five weeks.

in May 2004, he

married [her] to become a citizen." Connor's
petition was denied.

confronted Moore with his suspicion that
At

was being unfaithful to him.
two

to

BIA

case,

here. The immigration

to
about his children during his oral interview

agency's

and on the pertinent USCIS furms. Failing to

limited documentation of the short marriage.

his children from a prior relationship

Unexplained inconsistencies existed in the

undercut Connor's claim that his marriage to

documents. such as more addresses than

was in good faith. That important

residences.

provided no

signed

nor any indication of any filed

properly served as a basis for an
credibility determination.

Connor provided only

applications for

insurance or automobile

No corroboration existed for
Substantial

evidence

supports

determination that Connor did not meet his
of proof

determine good faith, the

evidence.
proper

a preponderance of the

vers10n

family,

others who knew Connor

or
Moore as a

couple. Connor offered only a letter

a

nurse, who knew him only as a patient.

is whether Connor and Moore

intended to establish a life together at the

Finally,

were married. The immigration
may look to

actions of the parties

the marriage to the extent that those
bear on the subjective intent of the
parties at the

were married.

Additional relevant evidence includes, but is
not

events

to, documentation such as lease
policies, income tax
as well as

Moore's

Connor

that

was inadmissible

it

amounted

to

unsupported

opm10n

testimony on the ultimate issue. Connor
misconstrues the relevant rules
The

these

Rules of Evidence

not apply; evidence submitted at
must
fundamentally

only

probative

To be sure,
opinion testimony on

1
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NATIONAL PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION

RESULTS OF 2013 SURVEY CONCERNING COMPUTER
Summary

WORK

Findings

1. Ninety percent of employees spend at least 20 minutes of each workday using some form of
social media (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin), personal email, and/or texting. Over 50
percent spend two or more of their working hours on social media every day.

2. Twenty-eight percent of employers have fired employees for email misuse, usually for
violations of company policy, inappropriate or offensive language, or excessive personal use,
as well as for misconduct aimed at coworkers or the public. Employees have challenged the
firings based on various theories. The results of these challenges vary, depending on the
specific facts of each case.

3. Over 50 percent of all employees surveyed reported that they spend some part of the
workday on websites related to sports, shopping, adult entertainment, games, or other
entertainment.

4. Employers are also concerned about lost productivity due to employee use of the Internet,
chat rooms, personal email, biogs, and social networking sites. Employers have begun to
block access to websites as a means of controlling lost productivity and risks of other losses.

half

all

content, keystrokes, time spent at

electronic usage data, transcripts of phone

of employers
use

developed

keyboard,

pager use, and other infonnation.

concerning ownership
the

LI RARY

a

for

of a computer provided to him by
East

contents were

as

a matter

on

risk
error by

whether Hogan had been visiting online

East Shore School provides computers
to

use

someone using the

the purpose of enhancing the

computer and Hogan's password had visited

educational mission of the school. The

such sites on at least six occasions in the

computer, the computer software, and

past two weeks, but that those sites had been

the computer account are the property

company determined

deleted

from

computer's

the

browser

of East Shore and are to be used

history. Based on this report, East Shore

solely

discharged Hogan.

Teachers and other employees may

for

academic

purposes.

not use the computer for personal
Hogan claimed that East Shore invaded his
when it searched the computer and

it searched records of past computer
use. The tort of invasion of privacy occurs
when

a

party

intentionally

purposes at any time, before, after, or
during

school

hours.

East

Shore

reserves the right to monitor the use
of such equipment at any time.

intrudes,

physically or otherwise, upon the solitude or

Hogan did not dispute that the employee

seclusion of another or

policy handbook contained this provision,

private affairs or

concerns, if the intrusion would

highly

offensive to a reasonable person.

but he argued that it was buried on page 37
a 45-page handbook and that he had not
read it. Further,

Shore argued

there can be no

argued that the policy

regarding computer monitoring was unclear

invasion of privacy unless the matter being

because it failed to warn

intruded upon is private.

East Shore might search for information that

Shore argued

is no expectation of privacy in
use

a computer when the computer is
by East Shore and is issued to the
use

states:

employee that

had been deleted or might use an outside
to conduct the monitoring. Next,
that because he was told to
known only to

a

to

to

a

it

a

create a
reason to

a

statement

to

or

Fines v. Heartland, Inc.
Court of

{2011)

Ann Fines sued her fellow employee, John

occas10ns

Parr, and her employer, Heartland. Inc., for

promiscuous. He also sent Fines emails of a

defamation and sexual harassment. Each

sexual nature, not once but at least eight

cause of action related to electronic mail

times, even after she confronted him and

messages (emails) that Parr sent to Fines

told him to stop, and Fines found those

while Parr. a Heartland sales representative,

emails highly offensive. There was sufficient

Heartland's

computers

and

email

system. After the employer learned of these
messages

and

investigated

them.

the

statement

that

she

was

evidence for the jury to find that Parr both
defamed and sexually harassed Fines.

it

discharged Parr. At trial, the jury found for

We now tum to Heartland's arguments on

and against defendants Parr and

appeal that it did not ratify Parr's actions

Heartland and awarded damages to Fines.

and that it should not be held vicariously

Heartland appeals.

liable for his actions.

considering Heartland's appeal, we must
review the bases of Fines's successful
against Parr.

An

liable

an

employee's willful and malicious actions
under the principle

ratification.

employee's actions

An

be ratified after the

sent to Fines. Parr stated that he

fact by the employer's voluntary election to

was promiscuous. At trial

adopt

the second such
she confronted him. denied
told him
and

the

s

conduct

as

essence, treating the

by,
own.

failure to discharge an
knowledge of

or

wrongful acts may

were

must
acts were

must
torts.

to

a
the

it

contravenes an

not
sent

§

also stated that use of office equipment for
personal

purposes

constituted

office

misconduct

hours

which

employee would be disciplined. Heartland
thus

argued

that

this

prov1s10n

put

employees on notice that certain behavior
was not only outside the scope of their
employment but was an offense that could
lead to being discharged, as happened here.

Parr's purpose in sending these emails was
purely personal. Nothing in Parr's job
description as a sales representative for
Heartland would suggest that he should send
such emails to coworkers. For whatever
reason, Parr seemed determined to offend
Fines.

The mere fact that they were

coworkers is insufficient to hold Heartland
responsible for Parr's malicious conduct.
Under either the doctrine of ratification or
that of respondeat superior, we find no basis
the judgment against Heartland.

not
on

or

wrongful

-~""""'~u~u.

reasons

to

to

can create

activities. The First Amendment prohibits

conducted, as opposed to "shall not." 1

and by extension, tederal, state,
local governments,

she argued

restricting the

policy did not

personal use

and email;

speech of employees. However, Lucas has

rather, it merely recommended that those

failed to demonstrate any way in which the

activities

Sumner Group is a public employer. This

''should" conveys a moral goal while "shall"

argument fails.

refers to a legal obligation or mandate.

Lucas also argued that the Sumner Group

In Catts v. Unemployment Compensation

had abandoned whatever policy it had

Board (Fr. Ct. App. 2011 ), the court held

posted because it was common practice at

unclear an employee policy that read:

Sumner Group for employees to engage in

"Madison Company has issued employees

personal use of email and the Internet. In

working from home laptops and mobile

previous employment matters, this court has

phones that should be used for the business

stated that an employer may be assumed to

of Madison Company." Catts, who had been

have abandoned or changed even a clearly

denied unemployment benefits because she

written company policy if it is not enforced

was discharged for personal use of the

through custom and practice, it has

company-issued computer, argued that the

effectively changed to permit the

policy was ambiguous. She argued that the

conduct forbidden in writing but permitted

policy could mean that employees were to

practice. Whether Sumner Group has

use only Madison Company-issued laptops

effectively abandoned its written policy by

and phones for Madison Company business,

custom

practice is a matter of fact to be

as

at trial.

were

or

not

occur.

She

argued

that

as it could mean that the
to

use

the

Madison

Company

equipment only for business reasons. She
next argued

the company

argued that the company could prefer that

It

"hacking."
conclusion was not
word "should" but
sentence was

the use of
the

employer was

UU•vPv<CU

Thus
Group's
are

to

as
lS

are not

was

to
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The Library contains the legal authorities needed to complete the task and may also include some
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answering this performance test, you should concentrate on the materials in the File and Library.
What you have learned in law school and elsewhere provides the general background for
analyzing the problem; the File and'Library provide the specific materials with which you must
work.
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pages are provided at the end of the booklet. You may not tear pages from the question booklet.
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